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MET CDM 

•  Collaborative approach between Airservices, Bureau of Meteorology, 
Qantas (Met) and Virgin Australia (Met). 

•  Process requires people with combined expertise in meteorology and 
ATFM.   

•  Ground delay program. 

•  Forecast delay related to: 

•  forecast weather ATFM impacts and; 
•  forecast demand on capacity.   
•  Highly complex problem.  

•  Prior to Met CDM acceptance rates calculations were based on TAF.  

•  Refined acceptance rates through MET CDM. 



Reference Cards 

•  Process requires people with 
combined expertise in 
meteorology and ATFM.  

•  Reference cards developed to 
date reflect the known parameters 
that affect traffic flows at the 
airports.  

•  They are a reflection of 
documentation and discussions 
with Airservices traffic 
management. 

•  Reference cards managed jointly.  
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Verification 

1.  Case studies. 

2.  Comparison between TAF rates and MET CDM rates. 

3.  Achieved rates vs. forecast rates. 

4.  Number of GDP revisions – low number – fleet predictability. 

5.  Airborne holding vs. previous years. 

6.        Diversions - MET CDM should reduce diversions. 

7.        Survey of customer satisfaction. 



Outcomes 

1.  Fewer aircraft airborne during times of high impact weather due to MET 
CDM. 

2.  Airborne holding generally lower. 

3.  The timing for the recovery refined in the subsequent MET CDM runs. 

4.  Rates tables and business rules regularly reviewed and refined. 

5.  Reference cards capturing knowledge. 

6.  MET CDM processes being triggered by participants in anticipation of 
forecast changes/ changed impacts. 


